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Five GuysBridgeville
SANDWICHES

Grilled Cheese Sandwich $7.51
Kraft american cheese melted on

an inside-out five guys bun with any
toppings of your choice and grilled
until golden brown.

Veggie Sandwich $6.45
Freshly grilled onions, mushrooms,

and green peppers, layered with
lettuce and tomatoes, on a soft
toasted bun. Or, customize toppings
and build your own. Not a veggie
burger.

BLT Sandwich $9.15
Six whole strips of american

smokehouse crispy bacon, two fresh
tomato slices, mayo, and hand-torn
lettuce on a five guys bun.

Veggie Sandwich With Cheese$7.63
Freshly grilled onions, mushrooms,

and green peppers, layered with
lettuce and tomatoes, on a soft
toasted bun. Or, customize toppings
and build your own. Not a veggie
burger.

BURGERS
Hamburger $11.62

Two fresh, hand-formed patties hot
off the grill and placed on a soft,
toasted bun. Choose as many
toppings as you want.

Little Hamburger $9.04
One patty instead of two. Top with

as many toppings as you choose.
Cheeseburger $12.80

Two slices of kraft american
cheese melted between two freshly
grilled patties on a soft, toasted bun.

Little Cheeseburger $10.21
Like our regular cheeseburger, just

one grilled to order, hand-crafted
patty instead of two.

Bacon Burger $13.03
Our regular two-patty burger,

layered with four pieces of crispy,
sweet applewood-smoked bacon.

Little Bacon Burger $10.45
One freshly made patty grilled to

order with two slices of crispy
applewood-smoked bacon on top.

Bacon Cheeseburger $14.21
Two hand-formed patties, grilled to

order, with two strips of crispy bacon
and two slices of kraft american
cheese, all on a soft, sesame seed
bun.

Little Bacon Cheeseburger $11.62
One five guys burger patty with

crispy, sweet applewood-smoked
bacon and kraft american cheese.

HOT DOGS
Hot Dog $8.10

Hebrew national hotdog, split and
grilled lengthwise for a caramelized
exterior.

Cheese Dog $9.27
Hebrew national hotdog, split and

grilled lengthwise with a layer of kraft
american cheese on top and any of
your favorite toppings.

Bacon Hot Dog $9.51
Hebrew national hotdog, split and

grilled with a layer of crispy, sweet
applewood-smoked bacon.

Bacon Cheese Dog $10.68
Kraft american cheese melted by

the heat of a perfectly caramelized
five guys dog and topped with crispy
smoked bacon.

FRIES
Little Fries $5.98

Hot, fresh, boardwalk style fries,
made to order each and every time.
Cut fresh, cooked twice, crispy on the
outside and mashed-potato on the
inside.

Little Cajun Fries $5.98
Made to order five guys boardwalk

style fries, with a heavy dose of cajun
spices. Unsure? Get the seasoning
on the side.

SHAKES
Milkshake $6.80

Handspun milkshakes with or
without whipped cream. Choose as
many of our free mix-ins.

BEVERAGES
Regular Fountain Drink $3.40
Large Fountain Drink $3.75
Bottled Water $3.04
Simply Lemonade Bottle $3.75
Coke Bottle $3.75
Diet Coke Bottle $3.75
Sprite Bottle $3.75

CONDIMENTS, NAPKINS &
SILVERWARE

Please let us know below if you will
need any condiments, napkins or

silverware with your order.
Please Include Silverware
Please Include Napkins
Please Include Ketchup
Please Include Mustard
Please Include Mayonnaise
Please Include Salt
Please Include Pepper
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Regular Fries $7.27
Hot, fresh, boardwalk style fries,

made to order each and every time.
Cut fresh, cooked twice, crispy on the
outside and mashed-potato on the
inside.

Regular Cajun Fries $7.27
Made to order five guys boardwalk

style fries, with a heavy dose of cajun
spices. Unsure? Get the seasoning
on the side.

Large Fries $9.04
Hot, fresh, boardwalk style fries,

made to order each and every time.
Cut fresh, cooked twice, crispy on the
outside and mashed-potato on the
inside.

Little Cajun Fries $9.04
Made to order five guys boardwalk

style fries, with a heavy dose of cajun
spices. Unsure? Get the seasoning
on the side.
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